In this note, we shall consider the hypoellipticity of the ollowing operator in R " P(x, t, Dx, 3t) (3t + taDx)(3t + tbD) + cDx + A(x, t)tD + B(x, t), where 3t=3/3t, D=--i3/3x and a, b, c e C and A(x, t), B(x, t) e C(R).
(C. Gruin [1] , [2] , SjSstrand [3] , Treves [4] .) A linear (pseudo-) (ii) For all s e R loc loc
are continuous.
(iii) WF'(G)c {((x, t, , r), (x, t, , r)) e (T*(Rf)\0) (T*(Rf)\0)}, WF'(R-), WF'(G+)c{((x, 0, , 0), (x, )) e (T*(R)\0) (T*(R)\0)}, WE'(R+), WF'(G-){((x, ), (x, 0, , 0)) e (T*(R)\0) (T*(Rf)\0)}, WF'(G-+)c{((x, ), (x, )) e (T*(R)\0) (T*(R)\0)}. where a(x)=(o(x)/2 and (x)-e(x)/2+o(x)/8--Do(x)/4, then P is hypoelliptic in a neighbourhood of (x, t)=(O, 0). The details will be given somewhere else.
